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An extended two-dimensional borehole heat exchanger model for simulation of short

and medium timescale thermal response

Simon J. Reesa,⇤

aIESD, School of Engineering and Sustainable Development, De Montfort University, The Gateway, Leicester, LE1 9BH, UK.

Abstract

Common approaches to the simulation of Borehole Heat Exchangers (BHEs) assume heat transfer in circulating fluid and grout

to be in a quasi-steady state and ignore fluctuations in fluid temperature due to transport of the fluid around the U-tube loop.

Such effects have been shown to have an impact on peak temperatures and hence operation of heat pumps systems when short

time scales are considered. A model has been developed that combines a two-dimensional numerical model and models of the

pipe loop components. A novel heat exchanger analogy is employed to calculate the heat exchanger outlet temperatures such

that iterative procedures can be avoided and numerical stability is unconditional. These approaches result in a model that

is computationally efficient and captures much of the short timescale dynamic effects represented in fully three-dimensional

models. This is demonstrated by comparison with experimental data and by comparing two and three-dimensional model

behaviour in the frequency domain. Predicted monthly outlet temperatures and heat transfer rates are furthermore shown to

be in close agreement with experimental values and in good agreement with existing borehole heat exchanger models. The

model is computationally efficient enough to allow use in routine analysis and design tasks.

Keywords: Borehole Heat Exchanger, Geothermal, Ground Source Heat Pump, Numerical Model

1. Introduction

The commonest form of ground heat exchanger used in

ground-source heat pump applications are vertical borehole

heat exchangers (BHE) consisting of heat exchanger pipes

in U-tube form inserted into a drilled borehole and sealed

with grout or other backfill material. Boreholes are typically

100-150 mm in diameter and drilled to depths of 100-300 m

(Fig. 1). For all but the smallest capacity systems the BHE

are installed in arrays spaced typically 5-15 m apart and ar-

ranged in parallel circuits. The primary physical phenomena

of interest in the study of heat exchanger performance are

the dynamic conduction in the pipe, grout and surrounding

soil/rock as well as convection at the pipe wall.

A number of models of BHE devices and system have been

reported that may be used for heat exchanger design and sys-

tem simulation tasks as well as analysis of Thermal Response

Test (TRT) data. Models of BHE chiefly differ according to

whether:

• two or three dimensions are considered;

• single or multiple boreholes can be represented;

• heterogeneous thermal properties are assumed;

• the representation of pipe and grout, and;
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• treatment of circulating fluid transport.

Models can also be classified according to whether they

adopt analytical [1, 2, 3], numerical or hybrid [4, 5, 6] ap-

proaches. The question of dimensionality and to what level of

detail the grout, pipe and fluid components are represented

is related to both the time and length scales that are consid-

ered.

Three-dimensional numerical conjugate heat transfer mod-

els that discretize both the solid domains and the heat trans-

fer fluid (as applied in a recent study of energy piles [7]) can

arguably capture all these effects. Some models come close

to this level of detail [8, 9, 10, 11] but stop short of fully dis-

cretising the heat transfer fluid. Generally three-dimensional

models remain computationally demanding and so are not

commonly used for routine design and analysis tasks. Mod-

els that are two-dimensional, analytical or hybrid in nature

are more efficient but have some levels of approximation that

need to be accepted.

In this work we propose a novel two-dimensional numeri-

cal model for analysis of very short to medium timescales that

has the particular advantage of representing the dynamic ef-

fects of heat transport around the pipe system under differ-

ent flow conditions as well as being computationally efficient

and capable of representing the components inside the bore-

hole and the interaction between them with high fidelity. Our

motivation is to develop a model that is computationally ef-

ficient that also captures the short time-scale effects that are

currently ignored in many models. We compare the perfor-

mance of the model with experimental data as well as with
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Figure 1: A single U-tube Borehole Heat Exchanger.

a reference three-dimensional model [12]. We furthermore

evaluate the short timescale response against that of the ref-

erence model by making comparisons in the frequency do-

main.

2. Background

We firstly consider the physical phenomena that are par-

ticularly relevant to modelling behaviour at short time scales

and then different approaches to modelling such character-

istics.

2.1. Physical phenomena of interest

Over much of the length of a borehole heat exchanger

the heat transfer driven by the heat fluxes at the pipe walls is

predominantly in the radial direction. This implies that the

temperature gradients are greatest near the pipes within the

borehole. As the two ‘legs’ of the U tube are separated and

generally have, at a given depth, different fluid temperatures

there are significant local temperature gradients in the grout

and so called ’short circuit’ heat fluxes between the adjacent

pipes. If one is only considering medium and long timescales

(e.g. the system design models using response factors and

temporal superposition such as that of Hellström [13]) then

these short timescale and localized dynamic effects can be

ignored and it is reasonable to represent everything within

the borehole by a system of thermal resistances. If one is in-

terested in simulating system operation to evaluate heating

and cooling system behaviour then it becomes necessary to

simulate with short time steps and to consider physical phe-

nomena that are more significant at short timescales. The

short timescale effects that are apparent are:

• Temperature gradients within the borehole and ther-

mal capacity of the grout;

• The thermal capacity of the heat transfer fluid;

• The dynamic transport of heat by the fluid moving around

the pipe loop.

The combination of these physical phenomena tend to re-

sult in both damping and delaying of the response of the heat

exchanger to changes in inlet temperature. It has been shown

to be particularly important to consider these effects if peak

temperatures and interaction between the heat pump control

system and the ground heat exchange system are to be con-

sidered, for example, in residential systems where control is

achieved by on-off cycling of the heat pump [14]. The large

non-residential system analysed by Naicker showed the short

timescale cyclic operation of the system to have a significant

impact on overall system performance [15]. The ground heat

exchanger system in this case had significant fluid content

in the BHE (56 100m boreholes) but also the large diame-

ter horizontal pipe system and was shown to have a highly

damped response.

The physical process that has a further effect on the short

timescale response is the dynamic transport of the circulating

fluid and thermal diffusion along the pipes. The simple delay

in inlet temperature changes being propagated through the

U-tube could be expected to be important at short timescales

if one considers that the nominal transit time of the fluid trav-

elling through the U-tube could be of the order of a few min-

utes with typical BHE depths and pipe velocities. In addition

to a time delay, variations in inlet temperature are also dif-

fused because fluid does not circulate in a ‘plug’ with uniform

velocity but fluid at the centre of the pipe travels at higher

velocity than the fluid near the pipe wall. Hence, fluid at

the outlet will generally have been mixed with fluid in the

pipe that entered the heat exchanger at an earlier time and

probably at a different temperature. This is illustrated in Fig.

2. The longitudinal diffusion is theoretically maximized in

laminar flow conditions and is generally Reynolds Number

(Re) dependent. As Reynolds Numbers in BHE can be low—

particularly in variable flow systems—these effects can be ex-

pected to be noticeable. Both the thermal mass of the fluid

and the diffusive transport process mean that swings in inlet

temperature tend to be damped [14, 16].

 L

τ = 0

T

V̇

v̂

v̄ T

τ = 1

Figure 2: Pipe fluid flow and longitudinal diffusion processes. A temperature

pulse entering the pipe is transformed into a diffused response at the end of

the pipe. The shape of the response at the outlet depends on the velocity

profile and hence turbulence.

This longitudinal diffusion process has been studied for

many years in the field of chemical engineering (with and
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without heat transfer and variations in component concen-

tration) but usually in the absence of high thermal mass sur-

roundings [17, 18]. The problem has also been analysed in

terms of the ‘delayed hot water problem’ [19, 20, 21, 22]—

the research question being how long does it take hot wa-

ter to be delivered when the tap (faucet) on a cold pipe is

opened? In these cases the pipe is modelled with thermal

mass and this has the effect of further delaying the arrival of

any hot water front.

2.2. Modelling short time scale behaviour

One approach to resolving the temperature gradients with

the grout domain and taking account of its thermal capacity is

to construct a two-dimensional numerical model in a plane

perpendicular to the borehole axis (i.e. horizontal) with a

sufficiently fine mesh. This was the approach taken by Yavuz-

turk [23] who used an orthogonal grid and a pie-sector ap-

proximation to the pipe geometry but did not explicitly rep-

resent the fluid. This model was used to derive short term

responses to step heat pulses and this data combined with g-

function data to form a hybrid model suitable for both short

and long timescale simulation [5]. Young [24] sought to ad-

dress the exclusion of the fluid by applying a ‘buried cable’

analogy to include the effect of the fluid’s thermal capacity.

These models do not take account of the dynamics arising

from the transport of heat by the fluid, however.

Another approach to improving the representation of the

thermal capacity of the grout is to use a lumped capacity ap-

proach and associate discrete thermal mass (capacitances in

an electrical analogy) with resistances in a network involv-

ing the pipes, grout and borehole wall. Although this does

not allow some of the steep temperature gradients inside the

borehole to be resolved, it is computationally efficient and

can be repeated in the axial direction to achieve a quasi-three

dimensional representation of a single BHE. In this approach

nodes can be included to represent a fraction of the pipe fluid

volume at each level and these can be connected to represent

fluid flow around the U-tube.

This approach is taken in Wetter and Huber’s EWS model

[25] using only a single capacitance to represent the grout.

Oppelt et al. [26] have sought to address this limitation of

the EWS model by dividing the grout into sectors so that

each vertical layer of a double U-tube was represented by

five lumped thermal capacitances. De Carli et al. [27] devel-

oped a so-called Capacity Resistance Model (CaRM) and dis-

cretized the borehole — including the circulating fluid — into

several slices along its depth with each slice also discretized

in the radial direction. Bauer et al. [28] used a simplified rep-

resentation of the borehole components in the form of a net-

work of resistances and capacitances in the TRCM model and

discretized the borehole in the vertical direction in a similar

way to the EWS and CaRM models. Fluid responses and ver-

tical temperature gradients calculated over short timescales

using this model compared favourably with those from a fully

discretized finite element model.

3. Model development

The approach taken in the current work is to combine

a two-dimensional numerical model constructed in the hor-

izontal plane along with a discretized model of fluid flow

around the pipe loop. This is intended to allow accurate rep-

resentation of the dynamic heat transfer inside the borehole—

given a reasonably fine numerical mesh—along with a rep-

resentation of both the thermal capacity of the fluid and the

effect of delayed transport of heat around the pipe loop. This

is a simplification of an earlier three-dimensional model [12,

29] in which the circulating fluid was integrated with the

borehole geometry. A simplified approach has been sought

in the interests of computational efficiency. The model is im-

proved over related two-dimensional models reported ear-

lier [30, 31] in the way outlet temperature are calculated

such that the model is more robust and its computational

efficiency further improved. The two-dimensional models

discussed above were (with the exception of Yavuzturks ’pie

sector’ approach [23]) oriented in the axial-radial sense so

that flow around the pipes was explicitly discretized but mod-

elling of heat transfer inside the borehole limited to lumped

capacitances and resistances. The advantage of applying a

boundary-fitted (i.e. geometrically accurate) numerical model

in a horizontal plane as proposed here, is that temperature

gradients around the pipes are captured in some detail. Hence

there thermal capacity of the grout and heat fluxes between

the pipes can be well resolved as well as the borehole resis-

tance (Rb) calculated accurately.

The two-dimensional numerical model component of the

BHE model is derived from a Finite Volume Method solver

that has previously been used in a fully three-dimensional

model of a BHE [29]. The code applied in the latter model

has been validated against reference analytical results for

borehole resistance [32] such that resistance values can be re-

produced with errors less than 0.1% [24, 12]. In this applica-

tion a two-dimensional mesh of a borehole (i.e. using a mesh

one cell deep) is used and the fluid is treated in a pipe model

component described later. Convection/advection terms of

the heat transfer equations accordingly do not need to be

solved as they were in the three-dimensional model.

3.1. The numerical method

The Finite Volume Method has been used to discretize

the integral form of the Fourier equation. The approach to

dealing with non-orthogonal cell geometries has been to dis-

cretize the equation in physical space using an approach sim-

ilar to that described by Ferziger and Perić [33]. The pri-

mary variables are defined at the hexahedral cell centroids

on a block-structured mesh. The integral form of the Fourier

equation solved here (leaving aside source terms) is:

@

@ t

Z

V

⇢C T dV=

Z

S

kr · nT dS (1)

The numerical model is similar to that described by Rees

and He [12] but excludes the advection terms i.e. deals purely
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with conduction heat transfer. The diffusion flux term in dis-

crete form (F D
i

) is approximated by the sum of the fluxes

through each cell face. such that,
Z

S

kr · nT dS⇡
X

i

F D
i

(2)

where, i is the index for each face of the hexahedral cell. As-

suming that the value of the temperature, T , over a particular

face is well represented by the value at the face centroid, the

diffusion heat flux can be approximated as:

F D
i
= (krT · n)iSi (3)

This requires a discrete method for finding the gradient of

the temperature (rT) at each cell face using the cell centroid

values. A typical non-orthogonal cell, with local coordinates

at the east cell face, is illustrated in Fig. 3. The coordinate n

is defined in the direction normal to the face at its centroids,

and the coordinate ⇠ is defined on the line between neigh-

bouring centroids which passes through the face at point e.

In order to calculate the gradient of the variable at the cell

face, the values of the variable at the cell centroids are used

as they are the primary variables. The gradient is calculated

using the values TP and TE at neighbouring centroids and the

distance between these points, LP,E (in Fig. 3 at the east face

F D
e
⇡ keSe(@ T/@ ⇠)e0) but this is only second-order accurate

if the grid is orthogonal. In order to preserve second-order

accuracy the calculation of the gradient along the normal to

the face at the centroid needs to be made using the values

at points P 0 and E0. However, the values of the temperature

at these points are not calculated explicitly and have to be

interpolated from the cell centroid values. Consequently a

deferred correction approach is used to calculating the flux

as follows,

P E

n

s
w

eP’ E’n

ξ

x

y

e'

Figure 3: A typical non-orthogonal finite volume cell highlighting the fluxes

at the east face and the respective cell centroids.

F D
e
= keSe

Å

@ T

@ ⇠

ã

e0
+ keSe

ïÅ

@ T

@ n

ã

e

−

Å

@ T

@ ⇠

ã

e0

òold

(4)

During the iterative solution process, the terms in the square

brackets are calculated from the previous estimates of the

variables. When the solution is converged the first and the

third terms cancel each other to leave the term that only uses

the gradient along the face normal. Central differencing is

used to estimate the gradients such that,
Å

@ T

@ ⇠

ã

e0
=

TE − TP

LP,E

and

Å

@ T

@ n

ã

e

=
TE0 − TP 0

LP 0,E0
(5)

Values at the locations P0 and E0 are interpolated from

the cell centroid values using the gradient of the variable at

that point which, in turn, can be calculated from the face

centroid values by applying Gauss theorem [33]. Temporal

discretization can be first or second order backwards implicit

using a method that allows for variable time steps [34]. The

sets of algebraic equations arising from the discretization on

the multi-block mesh are solved using an iterative method

based on the Strongly Implicit Procedure [35] adapted to al-

low communication of data across block boundaries during

the iterative procedure and has been found to be very robust.

The borehole heat exchanger geometry has been discretized

using a three-dimensional multi-block boundary fitted struc-

tured mesh and this has been defined using an in-house util-

ity [36] that uses a two-dimensional definition of the bore-

hole components and extrudes this to form a 3D mesh such

as that shown in Fig. 4. Individual blocks define the pipes

and two blocks are used to define the grout material within

the borehole. Multiple blocks may be used to define the sur-

rounding ground depending on the far field boundary shape

and also–by repeating similar borehole block arrangements–

adjacent boreholes.

Figure 4: A multi-block representation of a borehole heat exchanger mesh

(symmetry assumed at the bottom edge). Colours indicate the extent of

each block. Only the central region of the mesh surrounding the borehole is

shown.

3.2. Generic boundary conditions

All boundary conditions in the numerical model are im-

plemented as variations of a generic form. This generic form

is defined by three coefficients (A, B, C) multiplying the vari-

able (T), the gradient of the variable normal to the boundary

and a constant term respectively as indicated in Eq. (6).

A T + B
dT

dn
+ C = 0 (6)
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The coefficients are defined for each boundary condition

instance. This generic form allows Dirichlet, Neumann and

mixed boundary condition types to be defined. Where the

temperature is the primary variable the common forms of

these boundary conditions correspond to fixed temperature,

fixed flux (including the adiabatic condition) and convective

heat transfer conditions. The corresponding values of the

coefficients are indicated in Table 1. The generic boundary

condition has been adapted to allow the boundary conditions

inside the borehole to be applied directly, as will be shown in

the following section.

3.3. Pipe surface boundary conditions

In two-dimensional models of borehole heat transfer it

is necessary to define the relationship between the temper-

ature at the pipe boundary surface (or borehole wall) and

both the fluid inlet and outlet temperatures. For example,

a mean borehole fluid temperature can be defined which is

the arithmetic mean of the inlet and outlet temperatures and

this temperature applied in a convective boundary condition.

However, as the outlet temperature is unknown it is neces-

sary to guess the initial mean borehole temperature, calcu-

late the flux using the numerical model and then update the

outlet temperature from the overall fluid heat balance. In

order to make the borehole and outlet temperatures consis-

tent it is necessary to iterate and this is both computationally

inefficient and is not guaranteed to converge (particularly

with small time steps). Results are furthermore not guaran-

teed to comply with the second law of thermodynamics i.e.

borehole temperature being bounded by the inlet and outlet

temperatures. Other assumptions about pipe or fluid tem-

peratures can be made but generally require similar iterative

procedures to find an outlet temperature consistent with flux

calculated by the numerical model.

The proposed approach avoids this iterative process by as-

suming the pipe surface temperature does not vary along its

length (which is consistent with a two-dimensional represen-

tation) and makes an analogy with an evaporating-condensing

heat exchanger. This approach is similar to that applied in

the modelling of embedded pipes in underfloor heating sys-

tems by Strand [37]. The heat exchanger can be character-

ized by an effectiveness parameter, " which is the proportion

of heat transferred compared with the maximum theoretical

heat transfer. A numerical model boundary condition of the

form defined in Eq. (6) can be developed as follows.

The overall heat balance can be defined by the maximum

possible temperature difference (that between the inlet and

the pipe surface) and the effectiveness as follows,

Qp = " ṁC
'

Tin − Tp

(

(7)

For a heat exchanger with constant surface temperature

along its length the effectiveness is given by,

" = 1− e−N T U (8)

and this is related to the total pipe area (S = 2⇡rp L) and

fluid heat transfer coefficient by the Number of Transfer Units

(NTU) according to,

N T U =
2⇡rp Lhp

ṁC
(9)

The pipe convection coefficient, hp is modelled using the well

known Dittus-Boelter equation such that,

hp =
0.023Re4/5Prnk f

2⇡rp

(10)

where the exponent, n, is 0.4 or 0.3 according to heat transfer

being by heating or cooling.

The fluid heat balance defined by Eq.(7) in this two-dimensional

representation is equivalent to the instantaneous flux at the

pipe wall. The pipe wall is the boundary of the numeral

model domain and at this surface the fluid convective flux

is balanced with the conduction heat flux. The overall fluid

heat balance is therefore equivalent to the total conduction

flux at this boundary so that,

" ṁC
'

Tin − Tp

(

= −kS
dT

dn
(11)

This equation can be rearranged to show a form similar

to the numerical model boundary condition defined in Eq.(6)

such that,

" ṁC

S
T − k

dT

dn
−
" ṁC

S
Tin = 0 (12)

The boundary condition coefficients are consequently: A =

(" ṁC)/S; B = −k; C = Tin(" ṁC)/S. This is also noted

in Table 1. This heat exchanger boundary condition can be

applied given only the inlet temperature and flow rate. So-

lution of the finite volume equations gives the pipe heat flux

directly and subsequently the overall borehole heat transfer

rate and hence outlet temperature. No iteration is required

and, as the numerical method is implemented in fully implicit

form (i.e. backwards differencing in time) it is uncondition-

ally stable. The model is therefore more efficient than other

approaches [23, 30, 31] and is useful over a wide range of

time step sizes.

3.4. Modelling of fluid response

The approach taken here to modelling the short-timescale

dynamic effects related to the circulation of heat transfer fluid

in the BHE circuit, is to add a discretized model of flow through

a pipe that incorporates the effects of longitudinal dispersion

and thermal capacity. This concept was investigated by He

[29] but is implemented here with a more sophisticated pipe

model and a different approach to modelling heat transfer

from the pipe and coupling with the numerical element of

the model.

Dispersion of fluids in pipes (concentration of chemical

species as well as heat) has been successfully modelled for a

number of decades [38, 39] by applying a one-dimensional

5



Boundary condition type Form A B C

Fixed Temperature (Dirichlet) T = Tb −1.0 0.0 Tb

Fixed Flux (Neumann) qb = −k
dT

dn
0.0 k qb

Convection (Mixed) −k
dT

dn
= hc(Te − T ) hc −k hc Tb

Heat exchanger " ṁC
'

Tin − Tp

(

= −kS
dT

dn
(" ṁC)/S −k Tin(" ṁC)/S

Table 1: Thermal boundary condition types and their relationships to the generic boundary condition form.

convection-diffusion model of the following partial differen-

tial form,

@ T (x , t)

@ t
+ v
@ T (x , t)

@ x
+ D
@ 2T (x , t)

@ x2
= 0 (13)

In this Axial Dispersion Plug Flow (ADPF) model the diffusion

coefficient, D, is an effective value that depends on velocity

profile and therefore Reynolds number, and was empirically

determined in early work [38]. A commonly used approxi-

mation to this model is to represent the pipe by a series of well

stirred tanks, often referred to as the N-continuously stirred-

tanks (N-CST) model. This model has been used in thermal

systems applications [40] and BHE models [29] with some

success but, although it is computationally efficient, tends to

be overly diffusive. This model is somewhat sensitive to the

number of tanks, NCST , chosen to represent the pipe. Wen

and Fan [17] derived an expression to find the appropriate

number of tank cells according to Peclet Number (Pe) that

gave a good approximation to ADPF behaviour:

NCST =
vL

2D
=

Pe

2
(14)

Another form of simplified model is formulated by combin-

ing a plug-flow model (i.e. simple time delay) with continu-

ously stirred tanks: the PFNCST model [41]. This model has

recently been implemented and evaluated by Skoglund and

Dejmek [42] and shown to be accurate when compared to an-

alytical solutions to the ADPF equation but also less sensitive

to the choice of the number of continuously stirred tanks in

clouded in the model (only 16 tanks were required to achieve

close agreement). This is the form of pipe model adopted in

the current work. The model and its integration with the nu-

merical model is shown schematically in Fig. 5. The model is

defined by heat balances on each tank element and the time

delay associated with the inlet plug-flow element as follows,

Ti=0(t) = Tin(t −⌧0) (15)

⇢CVN

@ Ti

@ t
+⇢CV̇ (Ti − Ti−1) = 0 (16)

In this model the fluid transit time (⌧) is divided between that

associated with the initial plug-flow element (⌧0) and the

remaining time in transit through the stirred tank elements.

To retain the required total transit time it is required that

N⌧N = ⌧− ⌧0. Skoglund and Dejmek [42] showed that the

model agrees with the ADPF representation when,

⌧N =

v

t2LD

N v3
= ⌧

v

t 2

N Pe
(17)

These equations consequently allow the size of the plug-flow

Length/Volume to be determined for a given number of tanks.

The other model coefficient in the model is that of the effec-

tive diffusion coefficient, D and we choose this according to

Reynolds Number according to the recommendation of Wen

and Fan [17] as follows,

D

Lv
=

2rp

L
(3.0⇥ 107Re−2.1 + 1.35Re−0.125) (18)

4. Model validation

Model validation has been attempted by making compar-

isons with experimental borehole heat exchanger data over

both short and long timescales. We have also made compar-

isons between the extended two-dimensional model and the

fully three-dimensional model that shares the same numeri-

cal method and which we regard as a reference model [12].

Experimental data is that collected at Oklahoma State Uni-

versity reported by Hern [43] and Gentry [44] and used in

other inter-model comparisons [45]. The borehole dimen-

sions and properties are shown in Table 2. The ground ther-

mal conductivity value was taken as the mean of three values

determined by Thermal Response Tests.

4.1. Short time-scale response

An objective in developing this model has been to capture

the short time-scale dynamic effects that can be represented

in a three-dimensional model [12] but with much better com-

putational efficiency. One way in which short timescale be-

haviour can be characterized is by examining predicted fluid

temperature responses in the frequency domain [29]. In this

work we have compared both the reduction in amplitude and

the time delay in predicted outlet temperatures when the in-

let temperature is defined by sinusoidal fluctuations over a

range of frequencies. When the fluctuations of inlet temper-

ature take place with periods much greater than the nominal

transit time of the heat transfer fluid, the outlet temperature

is damped very little and tracks the inlet temperature with

similar amplitude. With shorter period fluctuations in inlet

temperature that are near or below the nominal transit time,
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plug flow element N ideal stirred tank elements

V̇ , v̄, Tin Tout

h = εṁC
S1

h = εṁC
S2

V0, τ0 VN , τN = VN/V̇

2D numerical model

Tbottom

Tp,1 Tp,2

Figure 5: The extended 2D numerical model showing coupling of the numerical boundary and pipe components.

Parameter Value Units

Borehole depth 74.68 m

Undisturbed ground temperature 17.3 °C

Fluid flow rate 0.212 L/s

Borehole diameter 114.3 mm

Pipe inner diameter 21.82 mm

Pipe outer diameter 26.67 mm

Borehole shank spacing 20.32 mm

Pipe thermal conductivity 0.3895 W/(m.K)

Pipe thermal capacity 1770 kJ/(m3.K)

Grout thermal conductivity 0.744 W/(m.K)

Grout thermal capacity 3900 kJ/(m3.K)

Ground thermal conductivity 2.550 W/m.K

Ground thermal capacity 2012 kJ/(m3.K)

Fluid thermal conductivity 0.598 W/(m.K)

Fluid thermal capacity 4184 kJ/(kg.K)

Table 2: Experimental BHE dimensions and thermal properties [45].

much of the fluctuations are damped out by the exchange of

heat to-and-from the pipe and grout within the borehole and

there is little interaction with the ground outside the bore-

hole. Responses are not only delayed (out of phase) by more

than the nominal fluid transit time but are strongly damped

in these cases [29].

Predicted responses to sinusoidal variations in inlet tem-

perature are shown in the frequency domain in Fig.s 6 and 7

for the proposed extended model and the reference three-

dimensional model. Fig. 6 shows the variation in ampli-

tude of the predicted outlet temperature over a range of ex-

citation periods between one minute and one hour and Fig.

7 shows the predicted delay. The predicted output of the

two-dimensional numerical model without the coupled pipe

model is also shown and indicates how two-dimensional mod-

els that ignore short time-scale effects, perform very differ-

ently to a fully three-dimensional model that represents the

fluid circulation explicitly. The trends in both amplitude re-

duction and delay show good agreement between the ref-

erence model and the proposed extended model. The two-

dimensional numerical model without the pipe extension shows

little damping of higher frequency variations in inlet temper-

ature (only that related to the dynamic effects of grout ther-

mal capacity) and virtually no time delay.

4.2. Dynamic characteristics
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Figure 6: Outlet temperature Amplitude ratio calculated over a range of

sinusoidal input temperature excitation frequencies. Comparison is made

with the 3D reference model results [29]

Experimental data recorded at Oklahoma State University

was taken from experiments involving three identical bore-

holes. In these experiments the inlet and outlet fluid temper-

atures were measured at 1 minute intervals over 18 months.

The three boreholes are spaced far enough apart so that no

thermal interaction could be expected during this initial op-

erating period and so the data can be interpreted as repre-

senting the behaviour of a single borehole [43]. In order to

study the predictions of short timescale response minutely

flow rate and inlet temperature data for the first month of
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the experiment have been used as boundary conditions to the

extended model and predicted values of outlet temperature

compared with recorded values. During the experiments the

heat pump was switched on and off intermittently and the

circulating pump ran continuously. Data showing a cycle of

operation in the 15th day of operation (March 15, 2005) are

shown in Fig. 8. When the heat pump switches on the inlet

temperature falls quickly by approximately 3K. The experi-

mental results show that there is no response observable at

the outlet until more than four minutes later. Later in the

operating cycle the outlet temperature falls at a similar rate

to that of the inlet. At the end of the operating cycle the inlet

temperature shows a sharp increase and a similar delay in the

outlet temperature response can be observed. The delay in

the response is of the same magnitude as the nominal transit

time of the U-tube which, at the flow rate in question, is 4.4

minutes.
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Figure 8: Minutely outlet temperatures compared for data collected on

March 15 [43].

The outlet temperature predicted by the extended two-

dimensional model can be seen to demonstrate very similar

delays in response at both the beginning and the end of heat

pump operation. This response is also similar to that shown

by the reference three-dimensional model [29]. During the

operating period the outlet temperature prediction follows

the experimental data closely. The significance of modelling

the fluid circulation has been highlighted by including data

in Fig. 8 from the two-dimensional model that does not in-

clude the pipe element. The outlet temperature in this (and

probably other) 2D models necessarily responds instantly to

changes in inlet temperature.

4.3. Ground heat transfer

The validity of the heat exchanger analogy used to de-

fine heat transfer at the pipe in the proposed model has been

investigated by examining predictions of ground heat trans-

fer over 16 months of the available experimental data. Inlet

temperature and flow rate data at hourly intervals has been

used as the mode boundary conditions in these tests in much

the same way as the inter-model comparison reported earlier

[45]. Predicted monthly net heat transfer and mean outlet

temperatures are compared in Figs. 9 and 10 respectively.

The model data are shown compared with the experimen-

tal data along with that from the previously tested three-

dimensional model and that used in the TRNSYS [46] and

EnergyPlus [47] simulation tools.

The proposed model compares favourably with the exper-

imental data and other models. The RMS error in the pre-

dicted monthly outlet temperature is 0.42 K. Deviation from

the experimental data is greatest in the months of low heat

transfer rate (12 and 13) where operation was noted as more

intermittent [45] and other models show similar deviations.

When these months are excluded the RMS error is reduced

to 0.20 K. The measured net heat transfer over the whole pe-

riod is 16. MWh (heat rejection) and this compares with a

predicted value of 17.2 MWh which corresponds to a 7.53%

error and this seems an acceptable value.

Predicted mean daily outlet temperatures for the whole

of the available data are shown in Fig. 11. Predictions are

in good agreement with measured values. The RMS error in

predicted outlet temperature over the whole period is 0.26 K.

This seems a good outcome in view of the experimental un-

certainties. Data from other models was not available in the

case of daily mean outlet temperatures and so inter-model

comparison was possible.

The boreholes used in the experiments were sufficiently

spaced (approximately 6m apart) that no thermal interac-

tion could be expected over the monitoring period. In prin-

ciple the proposed numerical model—in that the mesh is in

a horizontal plane—is capable of modelling multiple bore-

holes (the challenge is in generating the mesh more than

anything else). The effects of interaction between boreholes

could be captured in this case. However, at some longer

timescale (perhaps a few years) axial heat transfer effects

would become important and proper representation in a two-

dimensional model could not be expected. Whether this is
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Figure 9: Measured and predicted monthly heat rejection rate.
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Figure 10: Measured and predicted monthly mean outlet temperatures.

important in modelling a particular system or not is hard

generalise as interaction between boreholes depends strongly

on the seasonal balance of loads. We suggest the proposed

model could be used over medium timescales for reasonable

balanced systems and single boreholes. The limits of its ap-

plicability at longer timescales and situations with stronger

borehole interaction requires further investigation.

5. Conclusions

An extended two-dimensional numerical model has been

proposed that combines a numerical finite volume represen-

tation of the borehole and surrounding ground in a horizon-

tal plane along with a pipe model to capture fluid transport

effects. The model makes a heat exchanger analogy to model

heat transfer between the fluid and the borehole interior.

This has the advantage of eliminating the need for iteration

in the model and allows the outlet temperature to be calcu-

lated directly from the numerical model heat transfer rates.

The model is able to capture short timescale effects in a sim-

ilar manner to a more detailed three-dimensional model and

in good agreement with available high frequency experimen-

tal data. The model is between one and two orders of mag-

nitude more computationally efficient than the related three-

dimensional model. Predictions of long timescale heat trans-

fer rates and mean outlet temperatures have been shown to

be in good agreement with experimental values and those

of other models. Nearly all reported experimental studies

have produced hourly temperature and heat transfer data.

There is, in general, a need for more borehole data recorded

at higher frequencies to investigate short timescale behaviour

such as the effects of fluid thermal mass and interaction with

control systems.
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Nomenclature

Variables

C heat capacity [kJ/(m3.K)]

D diffusivity [m/s]

F flux [W/(m2.K)]

L pipe length [m]

S area [m2]

T temperature [°C]

V volume [m3]

V̇ volume flow rate [L/s]

h convection coefficient [W/(m2.K)]

k thermal conductivity [W/(m.K)]

ṁ mass flow rate [kg/s]

n normal direction [-]

q heat flux [W/m2]

r radius [m]

t time [s]

v velocity [m/s]

x horizontal coordinate [m]

" heat exchange effectiveness [-]

⇠ local coordinate [m]

⇢ density [kg/m3 ]

⌧ transit time [s]

Subscripts

e east cell face

E east cell centroid

i cell index

N number of pipe cells

p pipe

Abbreviations

BHE Borehole heat exchanger

N-CST N continuously stirred tanks

NTU number of transfer units

PFNCST plug flow N continuously stirred tanks
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